UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT BATTERY COMPATIBILITY

A quick guide on how to determine compatibility with the Universal Replacement Battery (URB)

Check the connection point coming directly from the motor hub cable.

If the connection point is the 9-pin type, the URB is not compatible with the wheel.

If the connection point looks exactly like this and has 3 holes, then check the voltage and wattage rating etched on the motor hub.

If the motor hub has "24V" or "36V" etched on it, then it is compatible with the URB. You will need the Universal Replacement Battery, 36V URB Charger, and 36V URB cable set.

If the motor hub has a "48V" sticker on it, then it is not compatible with the URB. However, we do have a Summit Replacement Battery that will work as a drop in replacement for the motor.
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